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A B S T R A C T

Instant messaging applications have gained considerable market share over the past decade and have become one of the most used applications for users worldwide. However, due to the low-barrier to entry and ease of use, these applications (apps) have also garnered the attention of criminals wanting to use the apps to facilitate criminal activities. The memory forensic examination of Discord and Slack on Linux operating system (specifically, Ubuntu 20.04.3 LTS), two popular instant messaging apps, has gone largely unexplored. In this paper, we examined both apps and found data remnants of users’ activities that are of forensic interest. We detected a variety of information including: Slack specific data, Discord specific data, username, emails, passwords, messages, conversations, and uploaded attachments, all of which could be utilized in a forensic investigation.
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1. Introduction

Instant messaging applications (IMAs) have been around since 1969 when a student sent random messages over the internet on a program dubbed Party Line (A history of instant messaging, 2020). The initial IMA applications were fairly limited in their capabilities, however in the past few years IMAs have expanded their capabilities to include: direct messaging, group messaging, dedicated chat rooms/channels, the ability to upload files, integrating bots, embedded gifs, and voice-over IP. While this has been seen as a boon for team collaborations, it has also become an area for criminal activity to take place. According to Insight, a cyber threat intelligence company, they detected nearly 223,000 mentions of Telegram and 392,000 mentions of Discord on criminal-based community group boards (Vijayan, 2020). As such IMAs have become an area that can provide crucial investigatory data for forensic investigators.

In 2019 the COVID pandemic changed the way workers interacted on a day-to-day basis. Nearly 71% of employees shifted from an in-office working environment to working from home (Parker et al., 2021). Companies and individuals started adopting new ways of communication, including IMAs. Two popular instant messaging applications, Discord and Slack, had seen growth prior to COVID but the COVID work transition helped push wider adoption.

Discord is an application developed by Jason Citron (Curry, 2021a) and it has been traditionally defined as an application for facilitating communication around gaming. This is due to its general association with the streaming platform Twitch which mostly caters to video gaming audiences. But it has tried to broaden its consumer base by working with experts in communities such as gardening and sports (R.E.S.P.A. et al., 2021) (sal19, 2021). The increased adoption of the tool has also attracted hate groups and criminal enterprises. As reported by Kotaku, in 2021 Discord noted that they had removed thousands of servers including those that were related to “child harm material, cybercrime, doxxing, exploitative content, and extremist or violent content” (Grayson, 2020). As of 2021, it boasted 140 million active users (Curry, 2021a).

Whereas, Slack has positioned itself as a more professional application designed for more traditional businesses. Over the past few years its focus has been to gain market share against its main competitor, Microsoft Teams, Slack has also attracted hate groups. In the last report issued by Slack directly in 2019, they stated that they had banned 27 user accounts tied to hate groups (Slack). As of 2019, its last published user count, there were 12 million Slack users (Curry, 2021b).

Discord and Slack are frequently used IMAs that allow the upload of images, videos, and files. Both applications are built using the Electron framework. The Electron framework, released in 2013,
is designed to abstract away the knowledge required to build native desktop applications. Instead these apps can be built using web technologies like HTML, CSS, and JS. It works by creating an application window which renders pages that can be interacted with through the native graphical user interface (GUI) of the OS. The data stored in volatile memory of these applications could be valuable artifacts for memory forensic investigators.

In this paper, we present a memory forensic examination of both Discord and Slack on Linux OS, which has gone largely unexplored in the literature (refer to Table 2 for summary). The closest to our work is DiscFor (Motylinski et al., 2020) created by Motylinski et al. for Discord data extraction on disk without memory analysis. We only focus on memory forensics involving examining the memory snapshots taken after IMA-specific activities. Our results show that application information such as usernames, emails, passwords, messages, conversations, and files can be acquired from system and app process memory dumps, which may be useful for forensic investigators. We obtained URLs created when uploading files and found that Discord file URLs can be accessed without restriction. Whereas Slack file URLs require user authentication to ensure that only members of the file’s corresponding workspace can access it.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes previous related works. In section 3, we describe our method of experimental setup, memory acquisition, data sanitization, and analysis. Third, we present and discuss our results for both our Discord and Slack experiments in Sections 4, 5, 6. Finally, Section 7 presents our conclusions and future work.

2. Related work

IMAs have been the subject of numerous investigations as seen in Table 2. This table provides a snapshot of the operating systems, focus, applications, and tools used in previous works. This subset of papers is a rather small sampling of the papers published in the last ten years regarding retrieving artifacts from IMAs. While there were papers published prior to 2011, most of them were focused on older operating systems and applications that no longer hold a majority of the market share. The October 2021 GlobalStats report on Operating Systems showed that Android holds 39.75%, Windows 32.44%, iOS 16.7%, OS X 6.85%, Unknown 1.9%, and Chrome OS 1.1% (Operating system market share worldwide, 2021). Table 1 shows the operating systems investigated in the reviewed papers. Like GlobalStats Android had the most papers, followed by Windows, iOS, Linux and Mac. The reviewed papers did not present any reasoning on why they chose a particular operating system over another. However, Motylinski et al. (2020), Wu et al. (Thantilage and Khac, 2019), Choi et al. (Choi et al., 2016), Sgaras et al. (2015), Dezfooli et al. (2015) investigated multiple operating systems.

Most of the apps selected for study followed market trends. As reported by Statista, the most popular global applications are: 1)
installation, traffic, content, and user profile data for Skype. However, they found only a subset of these for Viber, Tango, and WhatsApp. In addition, they found Logical Extraction data for Skype and WhatsApp on Android but not on iOS.

Dezfouli et al. (2015) used a Samsung Galaxy Tab II running Android 4.2 and iPhone 5s running iOS 7.1.2 to generate a fake set of accounts and evaluated what data was retrievable from Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, and Google+. They dumped the memory using dd Command for Android and Apple itunes for iOS. Then, they looked for keywords, headers, and signatures. They found user-names, names, profile pictures, contact information, location, friends list, posts, messages, comments, and IP address. However, for Google + iOS they were unable to find comments, messages, friend list, location, or education but did not expand upon why that data was not found.

Yang et al. (Yang et al., 1371) set up Windows 8.1 machines that would utilize the Facebook and Skype app. They mimicked a set of tasks and took a snapshot after each one. From the memdumps they were able to determine that both Facebook and Skype had local application structures that utilized local databases. They also found that Facebook caches were only available when logged into the app whereas, Skype maintained theirs throughout the installation lifetime.

A search in Google Scholar for “Memory Forensics Slack” yielded only results regarding slack space, the left over space on harddrives. Whereas, a search for “Memory Forensics Discord” yielded one result, Digital Forensic Acquisition and Analysis of Discord Applications, Motylinski et al. created DiscFor, a tool for Discord data extraction on disk (Motylinski et al., 2020). However, DiscFor did not analyze memory content and only focused on disk. The main reason for this tool creation was to alleviate the issues of identifying and extracting data from the various files and filetypes associated with Discord. By automating this process with DiscFor they were able to quickly extract the data and generate a report. The process flow of DiscFor works as the following: find the Discord directory (identified by what OS) or pass in a custom path to Discord, generate the output path, then create a backup, extract the relevant data, carve the files from the cache and lastly produce a report. DiscFor evaluates 3 different types of data the Disk Cache, Simple Cache and the activity log. This process finds these files and extracts the data based on the carving data types set. Motylinski et al. tested Discord on a Windows 10 machine, where they were able to reconstruct Discord entries that showed full messages, user email, channel id, server id, timestamps, attachments, chat logs, user avatars, and javascript files.

3. Forensic examination method

We performed a series of steps to complete our volatile memory forensic examination of both Discord and Slack. Disk based forensics were not in scope for this. The first step of the experiment was to set up the accounts that would be used for testing. We decided to use Google’s gmail service since it is one of the most popular and easy to use email services. We created three Gmail accounts belonging to James Kirk, Nyota Uhura, and Leonard McCoy and then created the corresponding Slack and Discord accounts, see Table 3 for all related information.

The second step was to set up Ubuntu 20.04.3 LTS OS. We decided to use virtual machines (VMs) in order to reduce the amount of set up time. In addition, by using VMs, we were able to constrain the amount of RAM to 4 GB, which reduced the amount of data to analyze in the post experiment. The Ubuntu 20.04.3 LTS DiscImage was downloaded and three VMs, Machine1, Machine2, and Machine3, were created using VMware Workstation. As part of this process, we also prepared the files that would be used as part of the testing. Machine1 and Machine2 had a set of files that
would upload based on the scenario: through direct messaging between two users they would upload a text document containing the script for an original Star Trek episode and a.jpg image of a starship pulled from Google. For the server interactions we used the same file types but different episode transcripts and images.

Next, we took a total of 54 snapshots for Machine1, Machine2, and Machine3 as highlighted in Table 4. A base snapshot was created before either application was installed, so it could then be used for comparison if needed. It should be noted that there was a subset of snapshots in which only one or two machines were designated to take a snapshot. This was due to how the application was designed. For example once a friend request is accepted in Discord the other account cannot reissue a friend request without removing them as a friend. So in this instance, Machine1’s account sent the friends request first, then Machine2’s account accepted. Thus, we created two separate snapshots.

Based on background research, we decided to use Volatility 2.7 to dump the process memory for Discord and Slack. In order to use Volatility we generated a profile for the Linux Version. We then used linux_pslist and collected the process ids for Discord and Slack. The process ids remained the same for the duration of the tests; Discord and Slack only generate new process ids when the application is restarted. We then took the process ids and used Volatility’s linux_dump_map command. The linux_dump_map command walks through each page of every memory range for a specific process and dumps to disk, however to maintain alignment it will write all zeros for pages not present. This caused an issue where an excess amount of empty files were being created. This specific functionality was due to the zread() call within the plugin that returns an all zero buffer when a page is not present. We modified linux_dump_map from using zread() to use read() instead and then checked if the value was none, if so we skipped printing it out. This significantly reduced the amount of data generated. We ran the modified linux_dump_map command for each memory dump.

Next we grepped on a set of keywords in the outputted files generated from linux_dump_map: Discord, bones, mccoy, uhura, nyota, gmail, james, kirk, discordapp, txt, username, password, and Slack which returned a list of the files which contained these strings. From this list we used the strings command with a limit of n – 4, which was set to the smallest length word in our keywords. We were able to eliminate files that did not contain pertinent data. Next, we collected the strings that could contain pertinent information for these applications. Lastly, for the snapshots where the process was not running i.e., Quit Discord Snapshot we used WxHexeditor to inspect the snapshots and search on keywords.

### Table 3
Account details.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Machine</th>
<th>Username</th>
<th>Email</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Discord</td>
<td>Machine1</td>
<td>JamesK654test#5651</td>
<td><a href="mailto:jamesK654test@gmail.com">jamesK654test@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Machine2</td>
<td>BonesMccoy#4762</td>
<td><a href="mailto:leonardmccoy007@gmail.com">leonardmccoy007@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Machine3</td>
<td>Nyotauhura#1273</td>
<td><a href="mailto:nyotauhuranc007@gmail.com">nyotauhuranc007@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slack</td>
<td>Machine1</td>
<td>James Kirk</td>
<td><a href="mailto:jamesK654test@gmail.com">jamesK654test@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Machine2</td>
<td>Leonard McCoy</td>
<td><a href="mailto:leonardmccoy007@gmail.com">leonardmccoy007@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Machine3</td>
<td>Nyota Uhura</td>
<td><a href="mailto:nyotauhuranc007@gmail.com">nyotauhuranc007@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4
Details of the snapshots taken.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Snapshot</th>
<th>Account</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Discord</td>
<td>Base Snapshot</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>A control snapshot that was made prior to the installation of Slack or Discord.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Install Snapshot</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Snapshots were taken after Discord was installed using snap.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Login Snapshot</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Snapshots were taken after logging into Discord.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Profile Image and Status Update</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Snapshots were taken after updating status message and user profile image.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Friend Request Snapshot</td>
<td>Machine1</td>
<td>A snapshot was taken after the Friend Request Process was initiated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Friend Request Accepted Snapshot</td>
<td>Machine2/3</td>
<td>Snapshots were taken after accepting the Friend Request.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Direct Messaging Snapshot</td>
<td>Machine1/2</td>
<td>Snapshots were taken after the direct message interaction between Machine1 and Machine2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Created Server Snapshot</td>
<td>Machine1</td>
<td>A snapshot was taken after the Machine1 account created a Discord Server.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assigned Roles Snapshot</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Snapshots were taken after Machine1 assigned roles to Machine2 and Machine3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Added Role to Private Channel Snapshot</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Snapshots were taken after Machine1 changed Machine3’s role to see the hidden channel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Voice Chat Snapshot</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Snapshots were taken while Machine1 and Machine2 were in the General Voice chat channel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quit Discord Snapshot</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Snapshots were taken after each user quit Discord.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slack</td>
<td>Install Snapshot</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Snapshots were taken after Slack was installed using snap.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Login/ Create Workspace Snapshot</td>
<td>Machine1</td>
<td>A snapshot was taken after logging into Slack and creating a workspace.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Login/ Joined Slack Workspace Snapshot</td>
<td>Machine2/3</td>
<td>Snapshots were taken after Machine2 and Machine3 joined Machine1’s workspace.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Added Giphy Bot Snapshot</td>
<td>Machine1</td>
<td>A snapshot was created after Machine1 added the Giphy bot to the workspace.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Updated Profile Snapshot</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Snapshots were taken after updating status message and user profile image.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Direct Chat Message Snapshot</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Snapshots were taken after Machine1 sent direct messages to Machine2 and Machine3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Private Chat Message Snapshot</td>
<td>Machine1/2</td>
<td>Snapshots were taken after messages were sent in a private Chat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Private Chat Added Snapshot</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Snapshots were taken after Machine3 was added to the private Chat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quit Slack Snapshot</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>A snapshot was taken after each user quit Slack.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Discord results & discussion

This section discusses our findings of memory forensics on Discord application.

4.1. Install snapshot

This snapshot was taken after using the snap command “sudo snap install discord” to install Discord. The only information found was the reference to snap installation.

4.2. Login snapshot

This snapshot was taken after the Discord login process had been completed. At first, we attempted a search for @gmail, which yielded over a hundred matches. Most of the matches belonged to open source scripts that Discord utilized. Using the full @gmail address for each machine we refined it to around 33–35 matches.

From this data we gathered the following information: username, id, avatar id, channel ids, the phone number associated with the account, guild positions, guild folders, show current game status, region, and geolocation. Most importantly, we found a JSON string containing the user’s login and password, as seen in Fig. 1. The login JSON was found in all subsequent Discord snapshots.

4.3. Profile image and status update

This snapshot was taken after the user’s avatar image and status were updated. We found the URL that Discord created for the uploaded avatar image; this is discussed in more detail in 4.6.

The custom status messages were more difficult to locate, initially we looked for a JSON structure that contained status but were unable to find any. However, after searching for the exact status update phrase we found the full string, for example for Machine1 we found

“Captain of a starship!”.

4.4. Friend request snapshot

We made Machine1 send friend requests to Machine2 and Machine3 using their Discord ids. From this snapshot, we found data referring to each user and a success message from Machine1:

Your friend request to BonesMccoy#4762 was sent.

4.5. Friend request accepted snapshot

Accepting the Friend Request didn’t yield any new information.

4.6. Direct messaging snapshot

As mentioned in the set up, Machine1 and Machine2 had a set of files that they would upload to each other. We decided to limit this interaction to only Machine1 and Machine2 to reduce the amount of set up and snapshots. Machine1 and Machine2 uploaded their set of files to each other with a short message, gif, and reaction (applied to a message). On each snapshot we found data relating to the messages including discordapp links for the attachments. Discordapp links are the way Discord handles file retention, it follows this basic format: https://cdn.media.discordapp.com/avatars/ attachments)/id/file_id/file_name. With this information we were able to take the URLs found and paste them into a separate browser and retrieve the uploaded files and images.

4.7. Created server snapshot

Machine1 created a new Discord server called “The Enterprise Server”. In this snapshot we found JSON objects, see Fig. 2, referencing the server name, as well as direct references to the Discord Guild id.

4.8. Joined sever snapshot

Machine1 sent server invitation links to Machine2 and Machine3; both machines accepted and joined the server. Then, Machine1 and Machine2 sent messages in the Discord server #general chat channel that included images, gifs, text files, reactions, and text-only messages. Machine3 only responded to Machine1 and Machine2 messages with gifs and text. In all three snapshots we found JSON that contained the image URLs, text files URLs, message text, and gif URLs. Fig. 3 shows a small snippet of the information available including gif link, channel id, author name, author id, timestamp, and edited timestamp.

4.9. Assigned roles snapshot

On the Discord server, Machine1 created two roles, communications and medical, and assigned them to Machine2 and Machine3 respectively. Then Machine1 created a private chat channel called #officers-only that at first could only be seen by the server owner (Machine1) and users with the medical role (Machine2). In this channel Machine1 and Machine2 exchanged text messages.

Within the Machine1 and Machine2 snapshots we found JSON structures that referenced the conversations shown in Fig. 4. However, in the Machine3 snapshot, we found a string reference to the channel #officers-only but no additional information.

4.10. Added role to private channel snapshot

Machine1 updated the private channel to allow those with the communication role to see it. After this change we found references that they would upload to each other. We decided to limit this interaction to only Machine1 and Machine2 to reduce the amount of set up and snapshots. Machine1 and Machine2 uploaded their set of files to each other with a short message, gif, and reaction (applied to a message). On each snapshot we found data relating to the messages including discordapp links for the attachments. Discordapp links are the way Discord handles file retention, it follows this basic format: https://cdn.media.discordapp.com/avatars/ attachments)/id/file_id/file_name. With this information we were able to take the URLs found and paste them into a separate browser and retrieve the uploaded files and images.

4.7. Created server snapshot

Machine1 created a new Discord server called “The Enterprise Server”. In this snapshot we found JSON objects, see Fig. 2, referencing the server name, as well as direct references to the Discord Guild id.

4.8. Joined sever snapshot

Machine1 sent server invitation links to Machine2 and Machine3; both machines accepted and joined the server. Then, Machine1 and Machine2 sent messages in the Discord server #general chat channel that included images, gifs, text files, reactions, and text-only messages. Machine3 only responded to Machine1 and Machine2 messages with gifs and text. In all three snapshots we found JSON that contained the image URLs, text files URLs, message text, and gif URLs. Fig. 3 shows a small snippet of the information available including gif link, channel id, author name, author id, timestamp, and edited timestamp.

4.9. Assigned roles snapshot

On the Discord server, Machine1 created two roles, communications and medical, and assigned them to Machine2 and Machine3 respectively. Then Machine1 created a private chat channel called #officers-only that at first could only be seen by the server owner (Machine1) and users with the medical role (Machine2). In this channel Machine1 and Machine2 exchanged text messages.

Within the Machine1 and Machine2 snapshots we found JSON structures that referenced the conversations shown in Fig. 4. However, in the Machine3 snapshot, we found a string reference to the channel #officers-only but no additional information.

4.10. Added role to private channel snapshot

Machine1 updated the private channel to allow those with the communication role to see it. After this change we found references that
to the text messages sent in #officers-only in Machine3’s snapshot. This data can be seen in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.

4.11. Voice chat snapshot

For the voice chat snapshot, Machine1 and Machine2 joined the general voice channel while Machine3 did not. The only reference we found about voice chat in the snapshots was one line that specifically references the General voice channel stating: “General (voice channel), 2 users”. There were no references to which users were connected nor how long they had been connected.

4.12. Quit Discord Snapshot

No new data was found, but the Discord data did remain in memory.

5. Slack results & discussion

This section discusses our findings of memory forensics on Slack application.

5.1. Install snapshot

This snapshot was taken after using the snap command “sudo snap install slack —classic” to install Slack. We found the same snapshot install references as we had found in the Discord Install Snapshot.

5.2. Login/ create workspace snapshot

There are two main differences between the initial login process of Discord and Slack. First, the login process for Slack is routed through an external login server. We utilized the Gmail login service since we had already created gmail accounts for each user. Second, Slack limits the ability for users to interact on a one-to-one basis. In order to have one-to-one conversations both users must be a part of the same workspace. This change makes sense for Slack since it has been marketed at a more professional environment, where users are only de...

5.3. Login/ joined slack workspace snapshot

The snapshot data did not reveal any new information.

5.4. Added giphy bot snapshot

Unlike Discord, where gifs are an inherent part of the chat options, Slack requires the addition of a bot that interacts with gifs. We decided to have Machine1 add the Giphy bot to the workspace. We found that once added we were able to see JSON references to gifs as seen in Fig. 8.

5.5. Updated profile snapshot

For each user we had them update their profile image and status message. From the snapshot were we able to find references to the uploaded avatar files, and accessed them. In addition to the image, we found references to the custom status in JSON format, as seen in Fig. 9.

5.6. Direct chat message snapshot

Now that all users existed within the same workspace they could send direct messages to one another. We had Machine1 send direct messages to Machine2 and Machine3. The snapshot analysis from all machines revealed a wealth of information including file uploads, message data, and channel data. However, unlike Discord, where we were able to use the URL to retrieve the files, when we attempted to access the URL from Slack6 it redirected us to sign in to the Enterprise Corp workspace. Slack, unlike Discord, has an extra layer of security where it ties the file to the team id and thus when trying to access an URL in that workspace requires verification that the user is part of the workspace. This change makes sense for Slack since it has been marketed at a more professional environment, where files and data are generally considered more sensitive.

5.7. General chat messages snapshot

We had each machine send messages including text, gifs and reactions in the general chat channel. We were able to find timestamp, text, author, author icon, author id, and author link.

---

5. https://files.slack.com/files-tmb/T02UJ1FRX7U-F02UMAGGG4C-e09e01d758f-starship-1-1-message_79e735b0ed7d3e4afe_192.jpg
6. https://the-enterprise-corp-slack.com/?redir=%2Ffiles-tmb%2Ft02uj1frx7u-f02umagg4c-e09e01d758f-starship-1-1-message_78.jpg
7. https://the-enterprise-corp-slack.com/?redir=%2Ffiles-tmb%2Ft02uj1frx7u-f02umagg4c-e09e01d758f-starship-1-1-message_80.jpg
8. https://the-enterprise-corp-slack.com/?redir=%2Ffiles-tmb%2Ft02uj1frx7u-f02umagg4c-e09e01d758f-starship-1-1-message_81.jpg

---
5.8. Private chat snapshot

Similar to our Discord Private chat, we had Machine1 create a private channel #ofi cers-table and only invited Machine2. Unlike Discord there is not a roles feature and Machine1 only had to reference Machine2’s username to add them. Within this chat Machine1 and Machine2 corresponded. We found JSON data referencing those messages on Machine1 and Machine2 snapshots. As expected we could not find any reference to the channel or the messages from Machine3’s snapshot.

5.9. Private chat added snapshot

We made Machine1 add Machine3 to the private channel #ofi cers-table. We were then able to find direct references to the messages exchanged.

5.10. Quit slack snapshot

No new data was found, but Slack data remained in memory.

6. Overall discussion

In Table 5, we present a summary of a subset of artifacts obtained and from which application. This is not a fully comprehensive list because each of the artifacts are part of a JSON object which contains multiple attributes. Each of the attributes is dependant on the type of object being fetched. For example the message JSON object from Discord has the following attributes: type, channel_id, avatar, discriminator, public_flags, attachments, embeds, mentions, roles, pinned, mention_everyone, tts, timestamp, edit, , timestamp, flags, and components. In addition some of these artifacts are defined with x* since the we were able to find the artifact but not access it.

Finding the Discord password is not entirely unexpected as we are inspecting volatile memory. Within volatile memory we expect to see passwords or other sensitive information. We were able to find the login JSON in the subsequent Discord snapshots. However, these snapshots were all performed without restarting Discord. Discord does store the login information after the first successful login attempt so the user does not have to login in every time, however it possible that instead of finding the login information on a restart we would find a login token. While Discord has each user create a Discord specific account, Slack utilizes a third party for account generation. In this instance we used gmail authentication and were unable to find any reference to the gmail password nor an oauth token.

As noted in Section 4.6, Discord does not restrict access to the images and files uploaded to Discord, they generate URLs that can be accessed without any authentication. Whereas Slack requires the user to authenticate against the workspace that owns the image or file. We were unable to find any articles on why Discord does not restrict access to files or images by Discord Guild.

Of the tested artifacts the two that remained inaccessible were the restricted channels and voice chat. For the restricted channels we were unable to retrieve any JSON objects regarding the restricted channel by the user excluded from the channel. Neither application will push data to users that should not have access, the data only becomes available once the users are given permission to see the restricted channels. As for the Discord voice chat, we were able to find a single string that references the general voice channel however there was not a JSON object associated with it or any other information. One possibility is that at the time of the snapshot the JSON object that is pushed client side to update the application’s user interface was not captured or overwritten.

7. Conclusion and future work

Instant messaging applications (IMAs) have become a staple of day-to-day communication for individuals and businesses alike. However, for the same reasons companies find IMAs useful so do criminals. Two of the more popular IMA applications Discord and Slack have had limited analysis regarding what artifacts can be retrieved from volatile memory, data that could be useful to forensic investigators.

This paper presented the findings from a forensic examination of two popular IMAs Discord and Slack. The experiment conducted
examined snapshots taken after installation, login, direct messages, server/workspace messages, file uploads and other IM.A specific activities related to Discord and Slack. The results showed that Discord and Slack data could be obtained from volatile memory. We were able to acquire login information, phone numbers, chat messages, attachments, reactions, bot ids, and app related data.

Also, we identified the lack of security restrictions built into Discord's uploaded files and the restrictions placed upon Slack uploaded files. This data could be useful for forensic investigators.

While we found data stored within volatile memory there is still room for exploration of other situations that could yield additional data. Future work should explore users editing messages, Discord bots, retrieving different file types like videos, users leaving Discord servers, users deleting their accounts, users deleting messages, administrators deleting messages, pinned messages, detect if a user was muted or banned, what data exists after a prolonged period of the application running, what data exists after quitting the application, what data exists after reopening the application, Discord screen sharing/ streaming, and if any data remains after uninstalling the application. Lastly, a framework could be created to parse the files for pertinent JSON objects quickly, reconstruct them, and then display the data in a manner that is easier to read.
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